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Teacher’s Guide 
 I am so thrilled that you have purchased the “Tracking my GPA” 

activity.  It part of a packet of resources I’ve developed over the past 4 years 
that have facilitated some of the most meaningful dialogue I’ve had with 
students about their grades and what they can do to raise their grades.   

 I created the “Tracking my GPA” graph in response to a particularly 
tricky 6th grade AVID class I had one year.  It was clear to me that my students 
were struggling to see their own progress with grades, and it was starting to 
affect their confidence in themselves.  I wanted something that would be 
motivating for them and to make their progress transparent.  The “GPA 
Tracking” graph is meant to help raise self-awareness for students so they can 
then do something about it.  While I’ve primarily used these resources for 6th 
graders, it can be used with secondary students of all ages.   

 For best results, use in conjunction with the Study Habit Log, 
Calculating my GPA lesson, and/or Missing and Low Assignment Organizer 
— or download all of them at a discount with the GPA-Goal Bundle. 

 Example Corresponding Lesson 

Content Objectives: 
Students will be able to track their GPA throughout the year. 
Students will be able to analyze what in their power affected their GPA. 
 
Materials: 
Tracking my GPA Graph—if revisiting, have students get out graph from 
before 
 
Lesson Plan: 
1.  Ask students if they’ve ever competed in a sport or video game that kept 

track of your highest score, or personal record? 
1.  Ask for a volunteer: How does it feel when you achieve a personal 

record, or a high score? 
2.  Ask: if you didn’t keep track, how would it affect how hard you tried? 

2.  Explain: one reason it can help to track our GPA is so that we’re motivated 
to keep trying to beat ourselves.  It can be addicting (in a good way), and 
without tracking it, we could be getting personal records and never even 
know!! 

3.  Have students calculate their current GPA (Calculating my GPA Sheet may 
be useful for this), or check it, if available. 

4.  Demonstrate plotting it on the GPA chart. 
5.  Revisit in a couple weeks, and plot another point. 
6.  After several points are plotted (after several weeks): 

1.  Have students reflect: 
1.  Has your GPA improved? Declined? Stayed the same? 
2.  What types of things have you done that might have affected 

that (in other words, WHY?)?  
3.  What are some things you want to do differently to keep 

working towards your Personal Record? 
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Credit: 
All border graphics came from Lovin Lit. 

Terms of Use for this product: 
Much time, effort, and thought went into this product so that it might help the students in your 
classroom. effort, and thought went into this product so that it might help the students in your classroom.  
Please respect that work by abiding by the terms of use you agreed to by purchasing this product. 
 
By purchasing this product you agree to: 
1.  Leave an honest review on my Teachers Pay Teachers store. 
2.  Comply with the following: 
 

You may: 
1.  Use and copy this product for your OWN classroom and students. 
2.  Use this product for your personal use. 
3.  Review this product and provide a link to my TPT store to recommend others purchase it. 

You may not: 
1.  Give this product, either electronically or physically, to other teachers to use in their 

classrooms. 
2.  Give this product to other people for their own use. 
3.  Share this product electronically. 
4.  Post this product on a website, whether personal, classroom, or district. 
5.  Copy or modify parts of this to give for free or sell for money. 

Copyright © 2017 Jeanne Wolz, www.teacheroffduty.com.  All rights reserved by author. This product is 
to be used by the original downloader only. Copying for more than one teacher, classroom, department, 
school, or school system is prohibited. This product may not be distributed or displayed digitally for 
public view. Failure to comply is a copyright infringement and a violation of the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act (DMCA). Clipart and elements found in this PDF are copyrighted and cannot be 
extracted and used outside of this file without permission or license. Intended for classroom and personal 
use ONLY. 

Thank you for your  
purchase! 

 

You can find more resources like this, as well as connect with a 
network of teachers dedicated to maximizing their off-duty hours 

here: 
 

Teacher Off Duty Blog Teacher Off Duty TPT 

Instagram Twitter Facebook 
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